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You do not find time for professional development, you create it. Professional development is
essential to growth as a leader no matter your occupation. But it can seem daunting to find
space for this important area of your life. Today, I want to share with you three ways to
integrate professional development into your already busy schedule.

Schedule 15-minute blocks
Small bits of time add up over days and weeks. Rather than scheduling 30 minute or 1-hour
blocks

for

professional

development,

start

by

building

small

15

minutes

blocks

into

your

schedule. They are easier to find and provide important breaks from producing work. These
breaks allow your brain to focus on a learning instead of producing, allowing you to return to
other work with renewed energy.

Habit stacking
James Clear explains this idea in his book Atomic Habits. Habits already exist in your life, such
as emptying your inbox, cleaning your desk, entering data into a CRM, etc. When you habit
stack, you do multiple habits at once to accomplish more with less time. For example, when I
clean and organize my desk at the end of the day, I listen to an audio book or podcast. The
task of organizing my desk takes minimal attention, allowing me to perform this task while
learning through an audio book or podcast. Add professional development to your normal
habits to increase your engagement while also being productive.

Meet with peers, mentors, and leaders
We learn so much from engaging with other people. Whether a reading a book, listening to a
podcast, or conversing, engaging with others expands our knowledge and experience. Some
of the best professional development involves meeting with people in your network. Schedule a
15-minute call with a former boss you enjoy, a colleague you admire, or a friend in a different
career

who

approaches

work

differently.

Schedule

quick

interactions

to

expand

your

perspective, leading to your personal growth. It doesn’t have to be revolutionary. You will be
surprised how a quick interaction can change your day.

Professional development does not have to be complicated or agonizing. You can take small
steps like these to help you bring your professional development into your day-to-day routine.
Take some time today to brainstorm practical ways you can grow in your field by engaging in
your development each day.

Thank you for your attention. Would you like to know how you can apply these principles in your
life to increase your influence and career? Schedule a time for a 20-minute call here:
www.calendly.com/chrissimon/one-on-one-meeting

